
Need more info? Check out
Whatssimplicity.com

We provide a simplistic and organized approach to technical trading. Our three easy steps break down the analysis 
process making it easier for you to predict movements and reduce analysis time.

Research that used to take hours, now takes minutes.

Simplify your trading.

Depending on their current situation, 
securities are divided into one of two 
categories: Endeavor – upward trends     

or Discovery – downward trends.

Color Codes
Step 2

Within each category, trading 
opportunities are represented by      

three colors each forecasting different 
upward movements in price.

Smart Get-Outs
Step 3

Categories
Step 1

Each color is linked to a specific            
Smart Get-Out, which recommends      
when to exit a security depending            

on the color’s movement. 



11/3/2016

Category Signal

Discovery Orange

11/11/2016

2 Weeks

$0.15
$0.60
1.52%
1.23

Market Cap: 1.48B
11/3/2016

Overview (Low) (High)
Sector: 1 - Year Range 17.66 - 33.89 6 Month Avg

Industry: 2 - Year Range 17.66 33.89 Today

The information, data, analyses and opinions presented herein do not constitute investment advice and are provided solely for informational purposes.  The information herein does not constitute an offer to buy or sell a security and is not warranted to be correct, complete 
or accurate. The opinions expressed are as of the date written and are subject to change without notice. Except as otherwise required by law, Simplicity Trading Systems, LLC, its affiliates, and their officers, directors and employees shall not be responsible or liable for any 
trading decisions, damages or other losses resulting from, or related to, the information, data, analyses or opinions or their use. You should seek the advice of your financial, legal, tax, business and/or other consultant(s) before making any investment decisions. Technical 

analysis does not predict earnings. All earnings dates are tentitive and subject to change. *TP - A price, that if crossed, confirms the color classification. No action should be considered until the TP is crossed.

Need more info? Check out
Whatssimplicity.com

0.76

Est. duration of  the trade 

SPTN has an Orange signal but the signal is not 
confirmed until the trigger point (TP) is 
crossed. The PTR refers to a minimum price 
likely to be reached.

 Analysis Volume  Information 

(EST.) Earnings Date

Simply Put

Details
Quarterly Dividend:

28.03 27.46 27.2730.15

Services 176,277.92

Food Wholesale 112,921.00

Annual Dividend Rate:
Annual Dividend Yield:
Beta (3 Year):

Chart Date:

Trigger Point (TP) Closing Price Projected Target 
Range (PTR)

Defined Exit 
Point (DEP) Risk from TP to DEP

SPTN.O
SPARTANNASH ORD

Report Generated on Simplicity Smart Sheet

- - - - - - -

Defined Exit Point (DEP) - Provides the exact price the security should be exited so the proper risk can be calculated  before entering the 
trade. DEP applies to securities that have not started an upward trend. Since the trend has not begun, the sucurity has a specific level below 
the trigger point (TP)* that if crossed, will cause the price to move lower, erasing the opportunity to begin its upward movement. 

Smart Get-Outs - Projected Target Range (PTR) - Provides a designated range where short term price can move up to before finding 
resistance. Depending on the time frame and objectives of the trader, this can be used as an exit.

Color Code - Orange - Signals represent rebounding from extreme lows after experiencing large movements down from major highs. 
Although currently in Discovery, the security can be expected to rebound back into Endeavor once its trigger point (TP)* has been crossed.

Category - Discovery - Securities categorized as Discovery are unhealthy and poised for a downward movement in price. These securities 
have a low probability of making long-term upward trends, and are likely to experience further breakdown in price.

EXAMPLE



10/7/2015

Category Signal

Discovery Purple 28.86 - 29.58

1/0/1900

2 Weeks

$0.15
$0.60
1.52%
1.23

Market Cap: 1.48B
10/7/2015

Overview (Low) (High)
Sector: 1 - Year Range 19.88 - 33.89 6 Month Avg

Industry: 2 - Year Range 19.16 - 33.89 Today

SPTN.O
SPARTANNASH ORD

Report Generated on Simplicity Smart Sheet

Risk from TP to DEP

27.09 26.84 24.85 2.24

Details

Trigger Point (TP) Closing Price Projected Target 
Range (PTR)

Defined Exit 
Point (DEP)

(EST.) Earnings Date

Simply Put
SPTN has a Purple signal but the signal is not 
confirmed until the trigger point (TP) is 
crossed.

Est. duration of  the trade 

Food Wholesale 206,077.00

Quarterly Dividend:
Annual Dividend Rate:
Annual Dividend Yield:
Beta (3 Year):

Chart Date:
 Analysis Volume  Information 

Services 177,784.72

The information, data, analyses and opinions presented herein do not constitute investment advice and are provided solely for informational purposes.  The information herein does not constitute an offer to buy or sell a security and is not warranted to be correct, complete 
or accurate. The opinions expressed are as of the date written and are subject to change without notice. Except as otherwise required by law, Simplicity Trading Systems, LLC, its affiliates, and their officers, directors and employees shall not be responsible or liable for any 
trading decisions, damages or other losses resulting from, or related to, the information, data, analyses or opinions or their use. You should seek the advice of your financial, legal, tax, business and/or other consultant(s) before making any investment decisions. Technical 

analysis does not predict earnings. All earnings dates are tentitive and subject to change. *TP - A price, that if crossed, confirms the color classification. No action should be considered until the TP is crossed.

Need more info? Check out
Whatssimplicity.com

- - - - - - -

Defined Exit Point (DEP) - Provides the exact price the security should be exited so the proper risk can be calculated  before entering the 
trade. DEP applies to securities that have not started an upward trend. Since the trend has not begun, the sucurity has a specific level below 
the trigger point (TP)* that if crossed, will cause the price to move lower, erasing the opportunity to begin its upward movement. 

Smart Get-Outs - Projected Target Range (PTR) - Provides a designated range where short term price can move up to before finding 
resistance. Depending on the time frame and objectives of the trader, this can be used as an exit.

Category - Discovery - Securities categorized as Discovery are unhealthy and poised for a downward movement in price. These securities 
have a low probability of making long-term upward trends, and are likely to experience further breakdown in price.

Color Code - Purple- Signals represent price rebounding from extreme lows after a dramatic movement down. This security can be expected 
to rebound quickly once its trigger point (TP)* has been crossed. 

EXAMPLE



2/17/2016

Category Signal

Discovery Gray 24.33 - 25.44

2/24/2016

2 Weeks

$0.15
$0.60
1.52%
1.23

Market Cap: 1.48B
2/17/2016

Overview (Low) (High)
Sector: 1 - Year Range 17.66 - 33.89 6 Month Avg

Industry: 2 - Year Range 17.66 - 33.89 Today

SPTN.O
SPARTANNASH ORD

Report Generated on Simplicity Smart Sheet

Risk from TP to DEP

21.57 21.18 18.73 2.84

Details

Trigger Point (TP) Closing Price Projected Target 
Range (PTR)

Defined Exit 
Point (DEP)

(EST.) Earnings Date

Simply Put
SPTN has a Gray signal but the signal is not 
confirmed until the trigger point (TP) is 
crossed. If price hits the PTR it is likely to 
consolidation for multiple days.

Est. duration of  the trade 

Food Wholesale 189,889.00

Quarterly Dividend:
Annual Dividend Rate:
Annual Dividend Yield:
Beta (3 Year):

Chart Date:
 Analysis Volume  Information 

Services 192,031.86

The information, data, analyses and opinions presented herein do not constitute investment advice and are provided solely for informational purposes.  The information herein does not constitute an offer to buy or sell a security and is not warranted to be correct, complete 
or accurate. The opinions expressed are as of the date written and are subject to change without notice. Except as otherwise required by law, Simplicity Trading Systems, LLC, its affiliates, and their officers, directors and employees shall not be responsible or liable for any 
trading decisions, damages or other losses resulting from, or related to, the information, data, analyses or opinions or their use. You should seek the advice of your financial, legal, tax, business and/or other consultant(s) before making any investment decisions. Technical 

analysis does not predict earnings. All earnings dates are tentitive and subject to change. *TP - A price, that if crossed, confirms the color classification. No action should be considered until the TP is crossed.

Need more info? Check out
Whatssimplicity.com

Defined Exit Point (DEP) - Provides the exact price the security should be exited so the proper risk can be calculated  before entering the 
trade. DEP applies to securities that have not started an upward trend. Since the trend has not begun, the sucurity has a specific level below 
the trigger point (TP)* that if crossed, will cause the price to move lower, erasing the opportunity to begin its upward movement. 

5

Smart Get-Outs - Projected Target Range (PTR) - Provides a designated range where short term price can move up to before finding 
resistance. Depending on the time frame and objectives of the trader, this can be used as an exit.

Category - Discovery - Securities categorized as Discovery are unhealthy and poised for a downward movement in price. These securities 
have a low probability of making long-term upward trends, and are likely to experience further breakdown in price.

Color Code - Gray - Signals represent price rebounding from a bottom after a long extended movment down which usually lasted for 
multiple months. The security can be expected to begin an upward movement and begin to trend once its trigger point (TP)* has been 

- - - - - - -

EXAMPLE



9/21/2015

Category Signal

Endeavor Green 52.22 - 51.40 1.46 - 2.28

11/14/2015

$0.30
$1.50
2.00%
2.00

Market Cap: N/A
9/21/2015

Overview (Low) (High)
Sector: 1 - Year Range 47.58 - 57.48 6 Month Avg

Industry: 2 - Year Range 40.05 - 57.48 Today

The information, data, analyses and opinions presented herein do not constitute investment advice and are provided solely for informational purposes.  The information herein does not constitute an offer to buy or sell a security and is not warranted to be correct, complete 
or accurate. The opinions expressed are as of the date written and are subject to change without notice. Except as otherwise required by law, Simplicity Trading Systems, LLC, its affiliates, and their officers, directors and employees shall not be responsible or liable for any 
trading decisions, damages or other losses resulting from, or related to, the information, data, analyses or opinions or their use. You should seek the advice of your financial, legal, tax, business and/or other consultant(s) before making any investment decisions. Technical 

analysis does not predict earnings. All earnings dates are tentitive and subject to change. *TP - A price, that if crossed, confirms the color classification. No action should be considered until the TP is crossed.

Need more info? Check out
Whatssimplicity.com

 Analysis Volume  Information 
Utilities 868,884.44

Water Utilities 699,351.00

Chart Date:

(EST.) Earnings Date

Simply Put
AWK had a Green signal on 9/16/15 and price 
held above its trigger point (TP) for three 
consecutive days. The signal is confirmed. AWK 
can be expected to move up over the longterm. 
For a long-term trade, use the CER figure above 
as an exit range. For a short-term trade, use 
the exit signal when it appears.  

Details
Quarterly Dividend:
Annual Dividend Rate:
Annual Dividend Yield:
Beta (3 Year):

53.05 53.68 1 Year

AWK
AMERICAN WATER WORKS ORD

Report Generated on Simplicity Smart Sheet

Trigger Point (TP) Third Day Close Calculated Exit Range 
(CER)

Estimated 
Duration

Projected Risk from 
Third Day Close

Color Code - Green - Signals represent price building strength after transitioning from major lows. The security can be expected to develop a 
trend that can last from months to years once strength has been confirmed. Three consecutive closes above the trigger point (TP)* are 
needed for confirmation to be established.

Category - Endeavor - Securities categorized as Endeavor are healthy and poised for an upward movement in price. These securities have a 
high probability of making a long-term upward trend that may reach or exceed their all-time highs once a signal has occurred.

Smart Get-Out - Calculated Exit Range (CER) - Ranges stop premature overreaction to rapid movements in price by forecasting how low price 
can move before receiving an exit signal.

EXAMPLE



11/20/2015

Category Signal

Endeavor Blue 56.11 - 55.23 1.89 - 2.77

2/24/2016

$0.30
$1.50
2.00%
2.00

Market Cap: N/A
11/20/2015

Overview (Low) (Hgh)
Sector: 1 - Year Range 48.36 - 59.20 6 Month Avg

Industry: 2 - Year Range 40.35 - 59.20 Today

The information, data, analyses and opinions presented herein do not constitute investment advice and are provided solely for informational purposes.  The information herein does not constitute an offer to buy or sell a security and is not warranted to be correct, complete 
or accurate. The opinions expressed are as of the date written and are subject to change without notice. Except as otherwise required by law, Simplicity Trading Systems, LLC, its affiliates, and their officers, directors and employees shall not be responsible or liable for any 
trading decisions, damages or other losses resulting from, or related to, the information, data, analyses or opinions or their use. You should seek the advice of your financial, legal, tax, business and/or other consultant(s) before making any investment decisions. Technical 

analysis does not predict earnings. All earnings dates are tentitive and subject to change. *TP - A price, that if crossed, confirms the color classification. No action should be considered until the TP is crossed.

Need more info? Check out
Whatssimplicity.com

 Analysis Volume  Information 
Utilities 887,151.56

Water Utilities 456,720.00

Chart Date:

(EST.) Earnings Date

Simply Put
AWK has a Blue signal but the signal is not 
confirmed until the TP is crossed. If confirmed 
price is likely to experience upward momentum 
and begin to trend. 

Details
Quarterly Dividend:
Annual Dividend Rate:
Annual Dividend Yield:
Beta (3 Year):

58.00 57.40 3 Months

AWK
AMERICAN WATER WORKS ORD

Report Generated on Simplicity Smart Sheet

Trigger Point (TP) Closing Price Calculated Exit Range 
(CER)

Estimated 
Duration

Projected Risk from 
Trigger Point

Category - Endeavor - Securities categorized as Endeavor are healthy and poised for an upward movement in price. These securities have a 
high probability of making a long-term upward trend that may reach or exceed their all-time highs once a signal has occurred.

Smart Get-Out - Calculated Exit Range (CER) - Ranges stop premature overreaction to rapid movements in price by forecasting how low price 
can move before receiving an exit signal.

Color Code - Blue - Signals represent price smoothing out and creating momentm. The security can be expected to stop its rapid or irregular 
movements and start to trend once its trigger point (TP)* has been crossed. This makes price more predictable and easier to manage.

EXAMPLE



7/6/2016

Category Signal

Endeavor Early 
Warning 76.38 - 74.70

8/3/2016

$0.38
$1.50
2.00%
0.17

Market Cap: N/A
7/6/2016

Overview (Low) (High)
Sector: 1 - Year Range 50.01 - 85.24 6 Month Avg

Industry: 2 - Year Range 45.98 - 85.24 Today

The information, data, analyses and opinions presented herein do not constitute investment advice and are provided solely for informational purposes.  The information herein does not constitute an offer to buy or sell a security and is not warranted to be correct, complete 
or accurate. The opinions expressed are as of the date written and are subject to change without notice. Except as otherwise required by law, Simplicity Trading Systems, LLC, its affiliates, and their officers, directors and employees shall not be responsible or liable for any 
trading decisions, damages or other losses resulting from, or related to, the information, data, analyses or opinions or their use. You should seek the advice of your financial, legal, tax, business and/or other consultant(s) before making any investment decisions. Technical 

analysis does not predict earnings. All earnings dates are tentitive and subject to change. *TP - A price, that if crossed, confirms the color classification. No action should be considered until the TP is crossed.

Need more info? Check out
Whatssimplicity.com

 Analysis Volume  Information 
Utilities 1,760,617.63

Water Utilities 1,790,209.00

Chart Date:

(EST.) Earnings Date

Simply Put
AWK has an Early Warning signal but the signal 
is not confirmed until the designated price (DP) 
is crossed. If the DP is crossed within the next 
few days, expect a dip in price. 

Details
Quarterly Dividend:
Annual Dividend Rate:
Annual Dividend Yield:
Beta (3 Year):

82.93 84.07

AWK
AMERICAN WATER WORKS ORD

Report Generated on Simplicity Smart Sheet

Designated Price 
(DP) Closing Price Calculated Exit Range 

(CER)

Category - Endeavor - Securities categorized as Endeavor are healthy and poised for an upward movement in price. These securities have a 
high probability of making a long-term upward trend that may reach or exceed their all-time highs once a signal has occurred.

Smart Get-Out - Early Warning (EW) - Signals represent potential dips or downward movements during an upward trend once the 
designated price is crossed. Allows the opportunity to make preparations based on individual time frames and objectives.

Color Code - Whithin the Endeavor category, trading opportunities are represented by three colors each forecasting different upward 
movements in price. Green - long-term, Blue - momentum, and Black - rebound back to recent highs.

Calculated Exit Range (CER) - Ranges stop premature overreaction to rapid movements in price by forecasting how low price can move 
before receiving an exit signal.

EXAMPLE



8/5/2016

Category Signal

Endeavor Exit

11/2/2016

$0.38
$1.50
2.00%
0.17

Market Cap: 13.26B
8/5/2016

Overview (Low) (High)
Sector: 1 - Year Range 50.16 - 85.24 6 Month Avg

Industry: 2 - Year Range 47.58 - 85.24 Today

The information, data, analyses and opinions presented herein do not constitute investment advice and are provided solely for informational purposes.  The information herein does not constitute an offer to buy or sell a security and is not warranted to be correct, complete 
or accurate. The opinions expressed are as of the date written and are subject to change without notice. Except as otherwise required by law, Simplicity Trading Systems, LLC, its affiliates, and their officers, directors and employees shall not be responsible or liable for any 
trading decisions, damages or other losses resulting from, or related to, the information, data, analyses or opinions or their use. You should seek the advice of your financial, legal, tax, business and/or other consultant(s) before making any investment decisions. Technical 

analysis does not predict earnings. All earnings dates are tentitive and subject to change. *TP - A price, that if crossed, confirms the color classification. No action should be considered until the TP is crossed.

Need more info? Check out
Whatssimplicity.com

 Analysis Volume  Information 
Utilities 1,762,281.88

Water Utilities 2,435,496.00

Chart Date:

(EST.) Earnings Date

Simply Put
AWK has an Exit Signal but the signal is not 
confirmed until the designated price (DP) is 
crossed. If the DP is not crossed, the security is 
likely to rebound and may continue its original 
movement.

Details
Quarterly Dividend:
Annual Dividend Rate:
Annual Dividend Yield:
Beta (3 Year):

78.09 78.48

AWK
AMERICAN WATER WORKS ORD

Report Generated on Simplicity Smart Sheet

Designated Price 
(DP) Closing Price

5

Category - Endeavor - Securities categorized as Endeavor are healthy and poised for an upward movement in price. These securities have a 
high probability of making a long-term upward trend that may reach or exceed their all-time highs once a signal has occurred.

Color Code - Whithin the Endeavor category, trading opportunities are represented by three colors each forecasting different upward 
movements in price. Green - long-term, Blue - momentum, and Black - rebound back to recent highs.

Smart Get-Out - Exit Signal (ES) - Signals forecast price breaking to the down side which represents an important level of support. If broken, it 
will cause a downward movement. Action is only required if the designated price is crossed confirming the signal. Depending on the time 
frame and objectives of the trader, this can be used as an exit. If the designated price is not crossed, the security will rebound and may 
continue its original movement.

EXAMPLE



9/15/2016

Category Signal

Endeavor Black II 77.72 - 78.98

11/2/2016

2 Weeks

$0.50
$2.00
2.16%
2.06

Market Cap: 9.57B
9/15/2016

Overview (Low) (High)
Sector: 1 - Year Range 52.75 - 85.24 6 Month Avg

Industry: 2 - Year Range 47.58 - 85.24 Today

The information, data, analyses and opinions presented herein do not constitute investment advice and are provided solely for informational purposes.  The information herein does not constitute an offer to buy or sell a security and is not warranted to be correct, complete 
or accurate. The opinions expressed are as of the date written and are subject to change without notice. Except as otherwise required by law, Simplicity Trading Systems, LLC, its affiliates, and their officers, directors and employees shall not be responsible or liable for any 
trading decisions, damages or other losses resulting from, or related to, the information, data, analyses or opinions or their use. You should seek the advice of your financial, legal, tax, business and/or other consultant(s) before making any investment decisions. Technical 

analysis does not predict earnings. All earnings dates are tentitive and subject to change. *TP - A price, that if crossed, confirms the color classification. No action should be considered until the TP is crossed.

Need more info? Check out
Whatssimplicity.com

Resorts & Casinos 899,033.00

Quarterly Dividend:
Annual Dividend Rate:
Annual Dividend Yield:
Beta (3 Year):

Chart Date:
 Analysis Volume  Information 

Services 1,276,330.75

Details

Trigger Point (TP) Closing Price Projected Target 
Range (PTR)

Defined Exit 
Point (DEP)

(EST.) Earnings Date

Simply Put
AWK has a Black II signal. Although price has 
fallen from its recent high, it found support and 
can be expected to have a short-term rebound. 
Price must cross the TP to confirm the signal. If 
confirmed, price is likely to move up to the PTR 
located below the recent high. Note: Black II 
can be used as a swing trade.

Est. duration of  the trade 

Risk from TP to DEP

73.97 73.72 72.12 1.85

AWK
AMERICAN WATER WORKS ORD

Report Generated on Simplicity Smart Sheet

- - - - - - -

Defined Exit Point (DEP) - Provides the exact price the security should be exited so the proper risk can be calculated  before entering the 
trade. DEP applies to securities that have not started an upward trend. Since the trend has not begun, the sucurity has a specific level below 
the trigger point (TP)* that if crossed, will cause the price to move lower, erasing the opportunity to begin its upward movement. 

Category - Endeavor - Securities categorized as Endeavor are healthy and poised for an upward movement in price. These securities have a 
high probability of making a long-term upward trend that may reach or exceed their all-time highs once a signal has occurred.

Smart Get-Outs - Projected Target Range (PTR) - Provides a designated range where short term price can move up to before finding 
resistance. Depending on the time frame and objectives of the trader, this can be used as an exit.

Color Code - Black II - Signals represent price rebounding after a substantial pullback from a high. The security can be expected to move up 
and test its Projected Target Range (PTR) below the most recent high, once its trigger point (TP)* has been crossed. Price may continue 
moving erratically or have large swings before creating trends represented by Blue.

EXAMPLE
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